Steve Podmore
I'm Steve, I'm a self taught Front End Dev, Father and DJ currently based in
Crewe, Cheshire, I've had the opportunity to work on some fantastic projects
with some amazing clients over the last 10 years and i am passionate about
what the future of web development will hold.

12 Hawthorn Grove
Crewe, Cheshire
CW1 4HR
07518 783722
01270 583708
stevenpodmore@hotmail.com
http://podders.me

EXPERIENCE

SKILLS

Blue-Leaf, Tattenhall — Front End Developer

HTML5, CSS3, Javascript,
jQuery, SASS, Grunt/Gulp,

JULY 2015 - PRESENT

Wordpress, Angular, React,

Working as a part of a full stack team developing highly usable websites

PHP

for clients in both the entertainment and ecommerce industries
Working with both a bespoke built Symphony platform and multiple
clients based on the Venda ecommerce platform.

Kent House Consulting, Crewe — Front End Developer
AUGUST 2013 - MAY 2015

Working mainly with the Wordpress platform for multiple clients in the
Optical and Travel industries
Producing bespoke WP Themes and plugins as required and
updating/maintaining existing client websites.

CSI Media, Crewe — Front End Developer
APRIL 2011 - AUGUST 2013

At CSI Media, my main duties were upgrading a legacy ASP codebase
used to power a travel comparison platform, development of bespoke
front end systems and interfaces, refactoring of legacy CSS and JS to fall
in line with current best practices and frameworks.

Nixia LTD, Stoke on Trent — Web Developer
JULY 2009 - FEBRUARY 2011

Bespoke and custom built websites for a huge range of industries mainly
using Classic ASP, debugging and optimisation of existing applications,
search engine optimisation.

Dynamic Design Services, Crewe — Web Developer
APRIL 2006 - JULY 2008

Planning, Design and Production of database driven ASP web
applications for both internet and intranet for a diverse client base,
debugging and optimization of existing applications, Search engine
optimization.

PROJECTS
Over the past 10 years I’ve been lucky enough to work on some pretty
amazing projects for some quite high profile clients, such as Red Bull
Racing, Red Bull Media House, Laura Ashley, Bonmarche and Lifestyle
Sports to name a few.

REFERENCES
The following people can be contacted to provide both character and
professional references is required:

Chris Jolley, CTO — RentalStep
Twitter: https://twitter.com/jolleychris
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/chris-jolley-a1a6ab4b/
Email: jolley.chris@gmail.com
Tel: 07802 699825

John Williams, Lead Developer — Ena Shaw
Email: johnwilliams86@gmail.com
Tel: 07824 879665

